
               
company name here

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

I/WE            declare that all exported goods 
from              (manufacturer) are 
compliant with all relevant conditions regarding imported goods under the Australian-United States 
Free Trade Agreement, and are therefore eligible for claiming a preferential rate of duty.
Invoice number / Goods             
are complaint of the AUSTFA agreement because they are (tick the appropriate box):

A. Goods wholly obtained or produced entirely in the U.S. (Division 5, Section 153YB)

B. Goods produced entirely in the US or in the U.S. and Australia exclusively from originating 
materials (Division 6, Section 153YC)

C. Goods (excluding clothing and textiles) produced entirely in the U.S. or in the U.S. and 
Australia from non-originating materials (Division 7 Section 153YE)

D. Goods that are clothing or textiles produced entirely in the U.S. or in the U.S. and Australia 
from non-originating materials (Division 8, Section 153YH)

I agree to maintain and present on requesting documentation necessary to support this statement. I 
further agree to inform, in writing, all persons to whom the statement was given of any changes that 
could affect the accuracy of validity of this statement. We make this statement based on knowledge 
that the goods quality of based on information that we are in possession of and if required by Australian 
Customs, we are able to produce evidence that the US originating goods do meet the criteria as 
specified above.

Submitted in accordance with the regulations for the AUSTFA by
           
company

NOTE THAT there is a consignment rule
which if to be U.S. originating goods, a goods must have been:

a/ transported directly to Australia from the US; or

b/ transported through another country or place, provided the goods do not in that country or place 
undergo operations other than packing, packaging, unloading, reloading or operations to preserve 
it in good condition or any other operation that is necessary for the goods to be transported to 
Australia not enter the commerce of another country.

Signed           Dated     

Name         Position        
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